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INTRODUCTION 

The economic growth of a region is largely dependant on 
how efficiently the transportation system handles travel 
demands.  Unless people and goods are able to move from one 
place to another quickly and conveniently, the area stagnates 
and fails to reach its full potential.  Therefore, it is 
essential to develop a thoroughfare system which can 
efficiently handle present and anticipated traffic needs. 
This report will set forth a roadway system which treats 
Anson County's expected traffic and land development needs 
for the next twenty years, and will also provide a more 
detailed plan to copy with the needs of the county seat, 
Wadesboro. 

In recent years, Anson County has seen an increase in 
demand on its existing highway system, although growth in the 
area has been slow.  Roads which carry the bulk of the 
county's traffic pass through town centers.  Also, increasing 
numbers of people from remote parts of Anson and other 
Counties are commuting to work in cities as close as 
Wadesboro, or as far away as Charlotte.  Therefore, the need 
for a long-range plan, which will allow for a smoother flow 
of traffic within Anson County, has become necessary. 

The town of Wadesboro has also been experiencing a 
strain on its transportation system.  All of the high-volume 
roads go through the center of town, as a result, there is no 
adequate system for transporting people between points 
located on the outskirts of town without traveling through 
the middle of town.  Therefore, a system which permits smooth 
flow around the center of town is essential for Wadesboro's 
growth. 

The proposed system of thoroughfares was developed 
following the basic principles of thoroughfare planning as 
described in Section II of this report.  Major thoroughfares 
were located based upon existing and anticipated land 
developments, topographic conditions, and field 
investigations.  The plan advocates those improvements which 
are felt to be essential for proper traffic circulation 
within the current planning period (1989-2010). 

Improvements proposed in the county plan will be 
primarily the responsibility of the North Carolina Department 
of Transportation.  However, Anson County, along with the 
town of Wadesboro, can provide assistance in the 
implementation of the plan through subdivision regulations 
and zoning ordinances.  Thus, the plan should be formally 
approved by Wadesboro, Anson County, and the Department of 
Transportation to serve as a mutual official guide in the 
development of the thoroughfare system. 

INTRODUCTION 
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II. THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 

There are many benefits to be gained from thoroughfare 
planning, but the primary objective is to develop a road system 
that will serve future travel needs.  Thus, the principal for 
street and highway improvements so that when the need arises, the 
opportunity to make these improvements exists. 

Streets, roads, and highways perform two mutually exclusive 
functions, traffic carrying and land access.  This conflict is not 
serious if both traffic and land service demands are low.  When 
traffic volumes are high, however, access conflicts created by 
uncontrolled and intensely used abutting property result in 
traffic flow friction and congestion. 

The major benefits derived from thoroughfare planning are: 
(1)  Each road or highway can be designed to perform a specific 
function and to provide a specific level of service.  This permits 
savings in right-of-way, construction, and maintenance costs; 
protects residential neighborhoods;  and encourages stability in 
travel and land use patterns.  (2) Local officials are informed of 
future improvements.  Developers can plan subdivisions to function 
in a manner compatible with the Thoroughfare Plan.  School and 
park officials can better locate their facilities.  Damage to 
property values and community appearance that is sometimes 
associated with road improvements can be minimized. 

County Thoroughfare Planning Concept 

The concept of the thoroughfare plan is to provide a 
functional system of streets, roads, and highways which permit 
direct, safe, and easy trips.  Each element of and levels of 
service, thus minimizing the conflict between traffic and land 
service. 

Within the urban and rural systems, thoroughfare plan 
elements are classified according to the specific function that 
they are to perform. 

Rural Thoroughfare Planning Concept 

The rural system consists of those facilities outside the 
urban thoroughfare planning area boundaries.  They are classified 
into four major and minor collector roads, and 
local roads.  Table 1 indicates generally accepted statewide 
mileage on these systems.  Figure 1 gives a schematic illustration 
of a functionally classified rural highway system. 

Rural Principle Arterial System:  The rural principal 
arterial system consists of a connected network of continuous 
routes which serve corridor movements having trip lengths and 
travel density characteristics indicative of substantial statewide 
or interstate travel.  The principal arterial system should serve 
all urban areas with a population over 50,000 and a large majority 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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TABLE 1 

RURAL SYSTEM ROAD MILEAGE DISTRIBUTION 

Systems 

Principal arterial system 

Principal arterial system 
plus minor arterial road 
system 

Collector (major plus minor) 
road system 

Local road system 

Percentage of Total 
Rural Miles 

2-4 

6-12 

20 - 25 

65 - 75 

majority of those with a population greater than 5,000.  The 
Interstate System constitutes a significant portion of the 
principal arterial system. 

Rucal MingC Arterial System!  The minor arterial system, in 
conjunction with the principal arterial system, forms a 
network which links cities, larger towns, and other major 
traffic generators such as large resorts.  The minor arterial 
system generally serves intrastate and intercounty travel and 
serves travel corridors with trip lengths and travel 
densities somewhat less than the principal arterial system. 

Rural Collector Road System:  The rural collector routes 
generally serve intracounty travel rather than statewide 
travel and constitute those routes on which the predominant 
travel distances are shorter than on the arterial routes. 
This system is subclassified into major collector roads and 
minor collector roads. 

Major Collector Roads: 
to the larger towns not 
systems and to other tr 
intracounty importance, 
shipping points, county 
agricultural areas, etc 
nearby larger towns or 
classification; and (3 
intracounty travel corr 

These routes (1) provide service 
directly served by the higher 

affic generators of equivalent 
such as consolidated schools, , . 
parks, important mining and 

(2)  link these places with 
cities, or with routes of higher 
)  serve the more important 
idors. 

Minor Collector Roads:  These routes (1)  collect 
traffic from local roads and bring all developed areas 
within a reasonable distance of a collector roads; 
link these places with nearby larger towns or cities, or 
with routes of higher classification;  and (3)  serve 
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link these places with nearby larger towns or cities, or 
with routes of higher classification;  and (3)  serve 
the more important intracounty travel corridors. 

Mill<2i Collector Roads:  These routes (1)  collect 
traffic from local roads and bring all developed areas 
within a reasonable distance of a collector roads; (2) 
provide service to the remaining smaller communities; 
and (3)  link the locally important traffic generators 
with the rural outskirts. 

Rural Liicai Road Systemi  All roads not on one of the higher 
systems comprise the local road system.  Local residential 
SUbti^ivisiQn streets and residential collector streets are 
elements of the local road system.  Local residential 
collector streets are elements of the local road system. 
Local residential streets are either cul-de-sacs, loop 
streets less than 2,500 feet in length, or streets less than 
one mile in length that do not connect thoroughfares or serve 
major traffic generators and do not collect traffic from more 
than one hundred dwelling units.  Residential collector 
streets are streets which serve as the connecting street 
system between local residential streets and the thoroughfare 
system. 

Thoroughfare Planning Principles 

Typically, the urban street system occupies 25 to 30 percent 
of the total developed land in an urban area.  Since the system is 
permanent and expensive to build and maintain, care and foresight 
are needed in its development.  Thoroughfare planning is the 
process public officials use to assure the development of the most 
appropriate street system to meet the existing and future travel 
desires within the urban area. 

The primary aim of a thoroughfare plan is to guide the 
development of the urban street system in a manner consistent with 
changing traffic demands.  Through proper planning for street 
development, costly errors and needless expense can be averted.  A 
thoroughfare plan will enable street improvements to be made as 
traffic demands increase, and help eliminate unnecessary 
improvements.  By developing the urban street system to keep pace 
with increasing traffic demands, a maximum utilization of the 
system can be attained that will require a minimum amount of land 
for street purposes.  In addition to providing for traffic needs, 
the thoroughfare plan should embody those details of good urban 
planning necessary to present a pleasing and efficient urban 
community.  The location of present and future population, 
commercial and industrial enterprises, affects major street and 
highway locations.  Conversely, the location of major streets and 
highways within the urban area will influence the urban 
development pattern. 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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Other objectives of a thoroughfare plan include: 

(1) To provide for the orderly development of an adequate 
major street system as land development occurs; 

(2) To reduce travel and transportation costs; 

(3) To reduce the cost of major street improvements to the 
public through the coordination of street system with 
private action; 

(4) To enable private interests to plan their actions, 
improvements, and development with full knowledge of 
public intent; 

(5) To minimize disruption and displacement of people and 
businesses through long range advance planning for major 
street improvements; 

(6) To reduce environmental impacts such as air pollution, 
resulting from transportation; 

(7) To increase travel safety. 

Thoroughfare planning objectives are achieved through both: 
(1) improving the operational efficiency of thoroughfares; and (2) 
improving the system efficiency through system coordination and 
layout. 

Operational Efficiency 

A street's operational efficiency is improved by increasing 
the capability of the street to carry vehicular traffic and 
people.  In terms of vehicular traffic, a street's capacity is 
defined as the maximum number of vehicles which can pass a given 
point on a roadway during a given time period under prevailing 
roadway and traffic conditions.  Capacity is affected by the 
physical features of the roadway, nature of traffic, and weather. 

Physical ways to improve vehicular capacity include street 
widening, intersection improvements, improving vertical and 
horizontal alignment, and eliminating roadside obstacles.  For 
example, widening of a street from two to four travel lanes more 
than doubles the capacity of the street by providing additional 
maneuverability for traffic.  Impedances to traffic flow caused by 
slow moving or turning vehicles and adverse effects of horizontal 
and vertical alignments are thus reduced. 

Operational ways to improve street capacity include: 

(1)  Control of access - A roadway with complete access 
control can often carry three times the traffic handled 
by a non-controlled access street with identical lane 
width and number. 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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(2) Parking removal - Increases capacity by providing 

additional street width for traffic flow and reducing 
friction to flow caused by parking and unparking 
vehicles. 

(3) One-way operation - The capacity of a street can 
sometimes be increased 20-50%, depending upon turning 
movements and overall street width, by initiating one- 
way traffic operations.  One-way streets can also 
improve traffic flow by decreasing potential traffic 
conflicts and simplifying traffic signal coordination. 

(4) Reversible lanes - Reversible traffic lanes may be used 
to increase street capacity in situations where heavy 
directional flows occur during peak periods. 

(5) Signal phasing and coordination - Uncoordinated signals 
and poor signal phasing restrict traffic flow by 
creating excessive stop-and-go operation. 

Altering travel demand is a third way to improve the 
efficiency of existing streets.  Travel demand can be reduced 
or altered in the following ways: 

(1) Encourage people to form carpools and vanpools for 
journeys to work and other trip purposes.  This reduces 
the number of vehicles on the roadway and raises the 
people carrying capability of the street system. 

(2) Encourage the use of alternate modes of travel such as 
transit and bicycles. 

(3) Encourage industries, business, and institutions to 
stagger work hours or establish variable work hours for 
employees.  This will reduce travel demand in peak 
periods and spread peak travel over a longer time 
period. 

(4) Plan and encourage land use development or redevelopment 
in a more travel efficient manner. 

System Efficiency 

Another means of altering travel demand is the development of 
a more efficient system of streets that will better serve travel 
desires.  A more efficient system can reduce travel distances, 
time, and cost.  Improvements in system efficiency can be achieved 
through the concept of functional classification of streets and 
development of a coordinated major street system. 

Functional Classification 

Streets perform two primary functions—traffic service and 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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land access, which when combined, are basically incompatible.  The 
conflict is not serious if both traffic and land service demands 
are low.  However, when traffic volumes are high, conflicts 
created by uncontrolled and intensely used abutting property lead 
to intolerable traffic flow friction, and congestion. 

The underlying concept of the thoroughfare plan is that it 
provides a functional system of streets which permits travel from 
origins to destinations with directness, ease and safety. 
Different streets in this system are designed and called on to 
perform specific functions, thus minimizing the traffic and land 
service conflict.  Streets are categorized as to function as local 
access streets, minor thoroughfares or major thoroughfares (see 
Figure 2). 

Local Access Streets provide access to abutting property. 
They are not intended to carry heavy volumes of traffic and should 
be located such that only traffic with origins and destinations on 
the streets would be served.  Local streets may be further 
classified as either residential, commercial and/or industrial 
depending upon the type of land use which they serve. 

Minor Thoroughfares are more important streets in the city 
system.  They collect traffic form local access streets and carry 
it to the major thoroughfare system.  They may in some instances 
supplement the major thoroughfare system by facilitating minor 
through traffic movements.  A third function which may be 
performed is that of providing access to abutting property.  They 
should be designed to serve limited areas so that their 
development as major thoroughfares will be prevented. 

Major Thoroughfares are the primary traffic arteries of the 
city.  Their function is to move intra-city and inter-city 
traffic.  The streets which comprise the major thoroughfare system 
may also serve abutting property; however, THEIR MAJOR FUNCTION IS 
TO CARRY  TRAFFIC.  They should not be bordered by uncontrolled 
strip development because such development significantly lowers 
the capacity of the thoroughfare to carry traffic and each 
driveway is a danger and an impediment to traffic flow.  Major 
thoroughfares may range from a two-lane street carrying minor 
traffic volumes to major expressways with four or more traffic 
lanes.  Parking normally should not be permitted on major 
thoroughfares. ^ 

Idealized Major Thoroughfare System 

A coordinated system of major thoroughfares forms the basic 
framework of the urban street system.  A major thoroughfare system 
which is most adaptable to desire lines of travel within an urban 
area and which permits movement between various areas of the city 
with maximum directness is the radial-loop system.  This system 
consists of several functional elements-radial streets, crosstown 
streets, loop system streets, and bypasses (Figure 1). 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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Radial Streets provide for traffic movement between points 
located in the outskirts of the city and the central area.  This 
is a major traffic movement in most cities, and the economic 
strength of the central business district depends upon the 
adequacy of this type of thoroughfare. 

If all radial streets crossed in the central area, an 
intolerable congestion problem would result.  To avoid this 
problem, it is very important to have a system of crosstown 
streets which form a loop around the central business district. 
This system allows traffic moving from origins on one side of the 
central area to destinations on the other to follow the area's 
border and allows central area traffic to circle and then enter 
the area near a given destination.  The effect of a good crosstown 
system is to free the central area of crosstown traffic, thus 
permitting the central area to function more adequately in its 
role as a pedestrian shopping area. 

Loop system streets move traffic between suburban areas of 
the city.  Although a loop may completely encircle the city, a 
typical trip may be from an origin near a radial thoroughfare to a 
destination near another radial thoroughfare.  Loop streets do not 
necessarily carry heavy volumes of traffic, but they function to 
relieve central areas.  There may be one or more loops, depending 
on the size of the urban area, and they are generally spaced one- 
half mile to one mile apart, depending on the intensity of the 
land use. 

A bypass is designed to carry traffic through or around the 
urban area, thus providing relief to the city street system by 
removing from it traffic which has no desire to be in the city. 
Bypasses are usually designed to through highway standards, with 
control of access.  Occasionally, a bypass with low traffic volume 
can be designed to function as a portion of an urban loop.  The 
general effect of bypasses is to expedite the movement of through 
traffic and to improve traffic conditions within the city.  By 
freing the local streets for use by shopping and home-to-work 
traffic, bypasses tend to increase the economic vitality of the 
local area. 

Application of Thoroughfare Planning Principles 

The concepts presented in the discussion of operational 
efficiency, system efficiency, functional classification, and 
idealized major thoroughfare system are the conceptual tools 
available to the transportation planner in developing a 
thoroughfare plan.  In actual practice, thoroughfare planning is 
done for established urban areas and is constrained by existing 
land use and street patterns, existing public attitudes and goals, 
and current expectations of future land use.  Compromises must be 
made because of these and the many other factors that affect major 
street locations. 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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Throughout the thoroughfare planning process it is necessary 
from a practical viewpoint that certain basic principles be 
followed as closely as possible.  These principles are as follows: 

(1) The plan should be derived from a thorough knowledge of 
today's travel - its component parts, as well as the 
factors that contribute to it, limit it, and modify it. 

(2) Traffic demands must be sufficient to warrant the 
designation and development of each major street.  The 
thoroughfare plan should be designed to accommodate a 
large portion of all major traffic movements on a 
relatively few streets. 

(3) The plan should conform to and provide for the land 
development plan of the area. 

(4) Certain considerations must be given to urban 
development beyond the current planning period. 
Particularly in outlying or sparsely developed areas 
which have development potential, it is necessary to- 
designate thoroughfares on a long-range planning basis 
to protect rights of way for future thoroughfare 
development. 

(5) While being consistent with the above principles and 
realistic in terms of travel trends, the plan must be 
economically feasible. 

THOROUGHFARE PLANNING PRINCIPLES 
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III. EXISTING AND PROJECTED CONDITIONS IN 
ANSON COUNTY 

Anson County is located in central-southern North Carolina, 
situated between the Coastal Plain and the Piedmont Plateau.  The 
county is bordered by South Carolina to the south, Union County to 
the west, the Rocky River to the north, and the Pee Dee River to 
the northeast and east.  The major highways in Anson County are US 
74, US 52, NC 742, NC 218, NC 145, and NC 109.  Rail service is 
provided by CSX railway and W.S.S.B. railway.  The only airport 
serving the area is the Anson County Airport. Figure 3 shows the 
location of Anson County relative to the rest of North Carolina. 

Anson County is divided into eight townships: Ansonville, 
Burnsville, Gulledge, Lanesboro, Lilesville, Morven, Wadesboro, and 
White Store.  All are rural in nature except for Wadesboro, the 
county seat. 

The mean elevation of Anson County is 450 feet above sea- 
level, while the topography is typical for the Peidmont Province of 
North Carolina.  The climate consists o.f relatively mild winters, 
hot summers, with moderate to high humidity all year long. 
Precipitation averages approximately 50 inches a year. 

Factors Affecting Transportation 

Thoroughfare planning is a process whose objective is to 
develop a transportation system which will enable people and goods 
to travel safely and economically.  To determine the needs of a 
county, the factors of population, land use, and traffic must be 
examined.  To properly plan for the transportation needs of both a 
county and a city, it is important to understand and describe the 
type and volume of travel which takes place in that area, and also 
to clearly identify the goals and objectives to be met by the 
transportation plan. 

In order to fulfill the objectives of an adequate twenty year 
thoroughfare plan, reliable forecasts of future travel patterns 
must be achieved.  Such forecasts are possible only when the 
following major items are carefully analyzed: (1) historic and 
potential population changes; (2) significant trends in the 
economy;  (3)  character and intensity of land development; and (4) 
motor vehicle registration and usage.  Additional items that vary 
in influence include the effects of legal controls such as zoning 
ordinances and subdivision regulations, availability of public 
utilities and transportation facilities, and topographic and other 
physical features of the urban area. 

Population Trends 

Travel is directly related to population.  The volume of 
traffic on any road is a direct result of the size and distribution 
of the area's population.  The population trend for Anson County in 
past years has been a decrease in population for the county in 
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general, while the individual towns have seen a rise in population. 
However, in recent years, the county's population has also seen a 
slight increase. 

As shown in Table 2, the population of Anson County has 
steadily decreased from a high of 29,349 in 1930 to a low of 23,488 
in 1970.  Between 1970 to 1980, Anson County's population increased 
by 2161 people.  During this same time frame, the town of Wadesboro 
has seen its population grow steadily from 3124 in 1930 to 3977 in 
1970.  These areas are expected to continue this slow growth for 
the foreseeable future. 

TABLE 2* 

YEAR ANSON 
COUNTY 

WADESBORO 

1910 25415 2376 
1920 28334 2648 
1930 29349 3124 
1940 28443 3587 
1950 .26781 3408 
1960 24962 3744 
1970 23488 3977 
1980 25649 4206 
1990 26424 4450 
2000 27044 4650 
2020 27366 4825 

Source NC State Department of 
Budget and Management 

Land Use 

The generation of traffic on a particular street is closely 
related to the adjacent land use attraction between different land 
uses varies with the intensity and spatial separation of the uses. 
As a result, for the purpose of transportation planning, it is 
necessary to designate land use by type.  An analysis of the 
distribution of existing land uses serves as a basis for fore- 
casting future land use needs and the resulting travel patterns. 

For thoroughfare planning purposes,  the land uses were 
grouped into four broad categories:  (1)  Residential - all land 
devoted to the housing of people, with the exception of hotels and 
motels; (2) Commercial-all land devoted to retail trade, including 
consumer and business services and offices;  (3) Industrial - all 
land devoted to manufacturing, storage, warehousing, and 
transportation of products; and (4)  Public - all land devoted to 
social, religious, educational, cultural, and political activities. 

Because Anson County is mostly rural, the major developments 
can be found in Wadesboro. This town is mainly residential, with 
pockets of other development types scattered throughout.  The main 
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areas of commercial development can be found downtown in the CBD, 
along with strip development along US 74 to the east and west, and 
at the intersection of NC 109 and NC 742 to the south.  Industrial 
development is dispersed concentration being located to the 
southeast along US 52.  These industries are mainly textile and 
agricultural.  Public and semi-public areas are also located 
throughout the county.  Figure 4 shows the Wadesboro Land Use Plan 
developed by Wadesboro and the Department of Natural Resources and 
Community Developmento 

Vehicle Use 

A further indicator of the amount of traffic to be expected in 
the future is the vehicle use trend.  However, we have no way to 
directly measure the trend in vehicle use.  Therefore we use the 
ratio motor vehicles to population as an indication of vehicle use. 
The ratio of persons to registered vehicle has steadily declined 
since records have been kept.  Figure 5 shows the recent vehicles 
per person trend in both North Carolina and Anson County. 

Traffic Estimates 

It is useful in transportation planning to have estimates of 
future traffic.  There are several methods of estimating future 
traffic on streets and highways.  The simplest of these is to 
simply apply a growth factor to the existing traffic volume and use 
this for the projection.  At the other extreme is to collect large 
amounts of socio-economic data and to use these data to develop a 
traffic generation model for the study area.  In Wadesboro we have 
proposed several new projects which make the first method less than 
desirable, while the second method is very time consuming and 
expensive to complete.  Therefore we have used a population based 
trip generation model for to generate traffic for the Wadesboro 
street system.  The process used has the following steps: 

(1)- Develop a population based internal trip generation 
equation. 

(2)- Develop a thru trip table based on major external traffic 
volumes. 

(3)- Divide the planning area into a small number of traffic 
zones(4-6 zones). 

(4)- Determine the major streets in the planning area. 

(5)- Assign the generated traffic to the street system and try 
to duplicate the existing traffic counts as closely as 
possible. 

(6)- Project population and thru trips to the design year and 
repeat steps 2 thru 5. 

Figure 5 and figure 5a show the existing traffic conditions, 
and the traffic conditions for the design year on both the existing 
street system and on the recommemded thoroughfare plan. 
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IV. SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES 

Sections of Anson County roads have deficiencies in lane 
width, level of service, and high accident locations.   There are 
areas in which highways do not meet state standards, bridges that 
are obsolete and deficient, or in the case of accidents, have 
experienced worse than the state average for that particular type 
of highway. 

One of the primary functions of Anson County's highway system 
is to service through traffic on the heavily traveled east-west 
and north-south corridors.  To deal with the situation, the US 74 
and US 52 bypasses have been proposed in the thoroughfare plan. 

The most evident deficiency in Wadesboro's street network is 
the lack of a loop system.  All major routes currently run through 
the center of town.  A system is needed that will allow travel 
between points located on the outskirts of the city, without 
forcing that traffic through the downtown area. 

Capacity, Width and Alignment Deficiencies 

North Carolina's standard for highway construction calls for 
12 foot lanes on all highways with traffic volumes greater than 
2000  vehicles per day (VPD) or design speeds greater than 50 
miles per hour, including all primary arterials.  A minimum lane 
width of 9 feet can be tolerated on collector roads with an 
average daily traffic (ADT) of minor collector roads dictate a 40 
mph design speed during peak traffic conditions. 

Design requirements for thoroughfares vary according to the 
desired capacity and level of services to be provided.  Each road 
or highway section must be individually analyzed and its design 
requirements determined on the bases of volume and type of 
projected traffic, existing capacity, desired level of service, 
and available right-of-way. 

The level of service is a function of the ease of movement 
experienced by motorists using the facility.  Six levels of 
service have been selected to identify the conditions existing 
under various speed and volume conditions on any highway or 
street.  The six levels of service are: 

1. Level of service A - A condition of free flow with low 
traffic volumes and high speeds.  Individual users are 
virtually unaffected by the presence of others in the 
traffic stream.  Freedom to select desired speeds and to 
maneuver within the traffic stream is extremely high. 
The general level of comfort and convenience provided to 
the motorist, passenger, or pedestrian is excellent. 

2. Level of service B - A zone of stable flow, where the 
presence of other users in the traffic stream begins to 
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be noticeable.  Freedom to select desired speeds is 
relatively unaffected, but there is a slight decline in 
the freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream from 
LOS A, because the presence of others in the traffic 
stream begins to affect individual behavior. 

3. Level of service C - Also in the range of stable flow, 
but the operation of individual users becomes 
significantly affected by interactions with others in the 
traffic stream.  The selection of speed is now affected 
by the presence of others, and maneuvering within the 
traffic stream requires substantial vigilance on the part 
of the user.   The general level of comfort and 
convenience declines noticeably at this level. 

4. Level of service D - Approaches unstable flow, where 
speed and freedom to maneuver are severely restricted. 
The driver or pedestrian experiences a generally poor 
level of comfort and convenience.  Small increases in 
traffic flow will generally cause operational problems at 
this level. 

5. Level of service E - Represents operating conditions at 
or near the capacity level.  All speeds are reduced to a 
low, but relatively uniform value.  Maneuver within the 
traffic stream is extremely difficult, and it is 
generally accomplished by forcing a vehicle or pedestrian 
to  "give way" to accommodate such maneuvers.  Comfort 
and convenience levels are extremely poor.  Driver and 
pedestrian frustration is generally high.  Operations at 
this level are usually unstable, because small increases 
in flow or minor perturbations within the traffic stream 
will cause breakdowns. 

6. Level of service F - Forced flow operations at low 
speeds, where volumes are below capacity.  This condition 
exists wherever the amount of traffic approaching a point 
exceeds the amount which can traverse the point.  Queues 
form behind such locations.  Operations within the queue 
are characterized by stop-and-go waves, and they are 
extremely unstable.  Vehicles may progress at reasonable 
speeds for several hundred feet or more, then be required 
to stop in a cyclic fashion.  Level-of-service F is used 
to describe the operating conditions within the queue, as 
will as the point of the breakdown.  In many case, 
operating conditions of vehicles or pedestrians 
discharged from the queue may be quite good.  It is the 
point at which arrival flow exceeds discharge flow which 
causes the queue to form.  Level-of-service F is an 
appropriate designation for such points. 

The ability of a motorist to drive at a desired speed is 
dependent upon the physical design of the road;  the number and 
character of traffic control devices;  the influence of traffic 
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generated by adjacent property;  and imposed speed restrictions. 
The level of service is generally indicated by the overall travel 
speed of traffic.  Recommended operating speeds for roads and 
highways included in the proposed Anson County Thoroughfare Plan 
are given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

MINIMUM LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR RURAL ROADS AND HIGHWAYS 
IN ANSON COUNTY 

FACILITY OVERALL TRAVEL SPEED 
DURING PEAK TRAFFIC CONDITION 

Major and 
Minor Arterials 50-55 MPH 

Major Collector Roads 45-50 MPH 
Minor Collector Roads 30-40 MPH 

**The overall speed is the total distance traveled divided** 
by the total time required, including all traffic delays. 

For driver convenience, ease of operation, and safety, all 
existing roads and highways should be widened to provide a minimum 
lane width of 12 feet.  However, when considering statewide needs 
and available highway revenues, this level of improvement applied 
statewide would be impractical.  Therefore, it is necessary to 
establish minimum acceptable widths for existing roads with 
respect to traffic demands which would be economically feasible. 
Table 4 gives the widths used to determine lane deficiencies in 
Anson County. 

TABLE 4 

MINIMUM TOLERABLE LANE WIDTHS (in feet) 

ADT 
Over 2,000 
400-2,000 
100-400 
Below 100 

PRINCIPAL 
ARTERIALS 

11 

MINOR 
ARTERIALS 

11 
10 
10 

COLLECTORS 
11 
10 
9 
9 

An analysis of highways in Anson County was made to determine 
if the projected traffic (year 2010) would exceed the practical 
capacity of the system.  Based on the available traffic 
capacities, the following roads are expected to experience 
capacity related problems within the design period: 

1. US 52 from SR 1820 to US 74 
2. US 52 from WCL Wadesboro to  SCL Ansonville 
3. NC 109 from SR 1210 to NC 742 
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Bridge Conditions 

Bridges are a vital and unique element of a highway system. 
First, they represent the highest unit investment of all elements 
of the system. Second, any inadequacy or deficiency in a bridge 
reduces the value of the total transportation system.  Third, a 
bridge presents the greatest opportunity of all potential highway 
failures for disruption of community welfare.  Finally, and most 
importantly, a bridge represents the greatest opportunity of all 
highway failures for loss of life.  Therefore, it is imperative 
that bridges be constructed to the same, or higher, design 
standards as the system of which they are a part. 

Congress enacted the National Bridge Inspection Standards on 
April 27, 1971, implementing the Federal Highway Act of 1968.  The 
Standards require that all structures defined as bridges located 
on any of the Federal - Aid Highway Systems be inspected and that 
the safe load carrying capacity be computed at regular intervals, 
not to exceed two years.  A sufficiency index number has been 
calculated for each bridge for the purpose of establishing 
eligibility  and priority for replacement.  The bridges with the 
highest priority are replaced ass Federal-Aid Funds and State 
funds become available. 

The North Carolina Bridge Maintenance Unit has been assisted 
by consultants in inspecting all bridges on the State Highway 
System.  All bridges in Anson County have been analyzed, rated, 
appraised, inventoried, and the resulting data has been reduced to 
a more, readily useable form as a management tool. 

A sufficiency rating is used in the analysis to help 
determine if a particular bridge is below standards.  The 
sufficiency rating is a method of evaluating factors which are 
indicative of a bridge's ability to remain in service.  Factors 
include structural adequacy and safety, serviceability and 
functional obsolescence, essentiality for public use, type 
structure, and traffic safety features.  The result of this method 
is a percentage in which 100 percent would represent an entirely 
sufficient bridge and zero percent would represent an entirely 
insufficient bridge.  A sufficiency rating of 50 or less qualifies 
for Federal Bridge Replacement funds. 

Substandard bridges can be further classified into two 
categories:  structurally deficient and functionally obsolete. 
Structurally deficient bridges are in relatively poor condition or 
have insufficient load carrying capacity.  Functionally obsolete 
bridges are narrow, have inadequate underclearances, have 
insufficient load carrying capacity, or are poorly aligned with 
the roadway and can no longer adequately serve today's traffic. 

Table 5 is a list of substandard bridges, along with their 
respective sufficiency ratings, located on routes included in the 
Thoroughfare Plan.  Figure 7 shows the location of substandard 
bridges in Anson county.  Only the NC 742 bridge crossing Goulds 
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Fork Creek was found to be structurally deficient. 

TABLE 5 

SUBSTANDARD BRIDGES IN ANSON COUNTY 

MAP SUFFICIENCY 
INDEX RATING (%) LOCATION 

1 17.6 NC 109 @ W.S.SoB.  RR. 
2 21.8 US 52 @ W.S.S.B.  RR. 
3 27.4 SR 1411 d Fork of Lanes Creek 
4 29.2 SR 1404 @ Branch of Lanes Creek 
5 30.7 **SR 1634 d Cedar Creek 
6 34.0 SR 1744 (a Smith Creek 
7 35.4 US 52 @ Brown Creek 
8 41.9 NC 742 d Goulds Fork Creek 
9 44.9 US 74 @ Lanes Creek 

10 47.1 SR 1003 @ Branch Shaw Creek 
11 49.1 NC 145 @ Jones Creek 

** for details on improvement see T.I.P..B-1028 

Traffic ace 
on the highway s 
within 200 feet 
information cont 
locations (15 or 
to January 1989) 
intersections in 
these conditions 
Wadesboro. 

Traffic Safety 

ident records are useful in locating problem areas 
ystem.  A study of traffic accidents that occurred 
of an intersection in Anson County provided the 
ained in Table 6.  The table lists high accident 
more over the three year period from January 1986 
with the corresponding number of accidents for 
Wadesboro.  There were no intersections meeting 
in Anson County, with the exception of those in 

TABLE 6 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN ANSON COUNTY 

INTERSECTION 

US 52/74 - McLaurin St. 
US 52/74 - Lodge/Linclon St. 
US 52/NC 742 - US 74 
US 52/74 - Washington St. 
US 52/74 - Green St. 

NUMBER 

17 
28 
35 
36 
58 

Because of the large number of accidents occurring along the 
section of US 74 through town, the need for both a bypass around 
Wadesboro and a loop system within the town has become evident. 
Not only will a bypass provide for smoother and safer travel of 
non-local traffic by escorting it around the city, but it will 
also allow for easier movement of local traffic because the 
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congestion downtown will be relieved.  The loop system will also 
help alleviate downtown streets of congestion by allowing traffic 
to avoid the area, while traveling between points in the outer 
sections of town. 
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V. THOROUGHFARE PLAN 

The recommended Thoroughfare Plan for Anson County is 
shown in Figure 8 and is classified as rural, while the 
Wadesboro Thoroughfare Plan is shown in Figure 9 and is 
classified as urban. 

Anson Coijnty 

Elements of the Anson County plan are as follows: 

MAJOR ARTERIALS 

US. 24. - from Union County to Richmond County 

US 74 Bypass - a proposed four-lane bypass of existing US 74 
from the WCL of Lilesville to SR 1249 east of Russellville. 
The primary purpose of the proposed bypass is to provide a 
higher and safer level of service to the traveling public. 
The service improvement would be more consistent with the 
function of U.S. 74 as a strategic corridor.  Additionally 
the proposed bypass would allow the majority of through 
traffic includeing a large number of trucks to bypass 
Wadesboro thereby improving the urban environment of 
Wadesboro by decreasing congestion, during the design period, 
and vehicle noise. 

IIS. 52. - from Stanley County to US 74 in Wadesboro.  US 52 is 
a principle arterial connecting Anson County with Stanley 
County and Albemarle to the north.  US 52 is a critical 
connector in the proposed intrastate system, and should be 
widened to four lanes.  Such a widening could generally be 
done on existing location, but would require some new 
alignments. 

Ansonville Bypass  - a proposed four-lane bypass of existing 
US the Town of Ansonville.  This would be required if US 52 
were widened to four lanes because of right-of-way 
constraints within Ansonville. 

NC 109 - from the proposed US 74 bypass (approximately SR 
1713) to existing US 74.  Refer to the Wadesboro 
recommendations for a more complete description of this road. 

MINOR ARTERIALS 

US 52 Bypass - a proposed four-lane bypass of Wadesboro 
from the US 74 Bypass to existing US 52 near SR 1127.  The 
proposed US 52 bypass will relieve congestion of US 74 in 
Wadesboro. 

nS. 52 - from US 74 in Wadesboro to South Carolina.  US 52 
enters South Carolina at this point. 
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NC 109 - from the Richmond County Line to the proposed US 
74 Bypass (approximately SR 1713). 

Collector Road System 

The rural collector routes serve primarily intra-county 
travel.  The major collector roads supplement the arterial 
system by providing an interconnecting network between 
smaller population centers and the arterial system.  The 
minor collector roads collect traffic from the local roads 
and carry it to a higher system facility.  Major and Minor 
collector roads of Anson County are as follows: 

HIMDE  COLLECTOR ROADS 

NC 109 - from US 52/74 to the South Carolina State Line. 
The section from NC 742 to SR 1210 is recommended 
for a three-lane urban section. 

NC 145 - from US 74 to the South Carolina State Line 

NC 218 - from Union County to US 74 

NC 742 - The section from SR 1131 to SR 1129 is recommended 
to be brought up to two-lane rural standards 

SR 1003 - from SR 1228 to the Union County Line 

SR 1205 - from NC 109 to SR 1121 

SR 1228 - from SR 1121 to SR 1003 

SR 1418 - from US 52 to US 74 

SR 1423 - from NC 742 to US 74 

SR 1730 - from the ECL of Lilesville west to US 74 

US 52/SR 1627 Connector - a proposed two-lane connector 
between US 52 and SR 1627 south of Anson County Airport. 

MINOR COLLECTOR RQADS 

The following roads are classified as minor collectors 
and require minor widening for safety as listed in Appendix 
A, Table 1. 

1.  SR 1002 11, SR 1413           21. SR 1703 2. 
SR 1003 12. SR 1438 22. SR 1704 
3. SR 1121 13. SR 1608           23. SR 1730 
4. SR 1228 14. SR 1609           24. SR 1733 

FIGURE 8 
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5. SR 1236 15. SR 1610 
6. SR 1240 16. SR 1612 
7. SR 1250 17. SR 1614 
8. SR 1259 18. SR 1619 
9. SR 1404 19. SR 1621 

10, SR 1411 20. SR 1634 

25. SR 1744 
26. SR 1745 
27. SR 1748 
28. SR 1801 
29. SR 1812 
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Wadesboro Thoroughfare Plan 

Because of the variety of additions and improvements 
recommended in the Wadesboro Thoroughfare Plan, the planning 
area has been divided into a street-by-street inventory.  The 
roads have been subdivided into major and minor 
thoroughfares, with existing streets listed first, followed 
by any proposed additions. 

MAJOR THOROUGHFARES 

I2S. 2A - US 74 is a major thoroughfare running east-west 
through the center of Wadesboro.  From the eastern city 
limit to Standback Ferry Road, the street consists of a 
five-lane urban section, and is designated as Caswell 
Street.  The intersection between McLaurin Street, Lee 
Avenue, and Standback Ferry Road at Caswell Street is a 
high accident area because of insufficient sight 
distance and poor alignment between the two roads. 
Improvements would consist of minor straightening of the 
intersection and a possible signal.  Otherwise, this 
segment is adequate for the design year.  From Standback 
Ferry Road to Washington Street, the roadway consists of 
six lanes, with three lanes in the east-bound direction, 
two lanes in the west-bound direction, and a turning 
lane.  This section is sufficient for the design year. 
From Washington Street to Martin Street, the road 
consists of six lanes, with one lane in each direction 
being a turning lane.  This segment experience the 
highest accident rates in Wadesboro, with the most 
occurring at the Greene Street intersection.  Because of 
poor setback and short distances between intersections, 
this section cannot be widened without high proximity 
proposed US 74 Bypass will divert much of the traffic 
from this section of road, so improvements should be 
unnecessary.  From Martin Street to the western city 
limit, the road consists of a four-lane urban section, 
and is known as Salisbury Street.  This section is 
characterized by many intersecting streets and abutting 
residential driveways, which results in fairly high 
number of accidents.  Therefore, since its present be 
restriped for five lanes.  Finally, the segment of US 74 
from US 52 to Anson Junior High Road is a five-lane 
section and is adequate for the design year. 

US 74 ALTERNATE - This proposed four-lane urban section would 
provide an alternate alignment for US 74 from west of 
the corporate limits to the intersection of US 74 from 
west of the corporate limits to the intersection of US 
74 and Rutherford Street.  This improvement would 
straighten the alignment of US 74 Although this proposal 
would alleviate the potential danger caused by the sharp 
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curve of US 74 near Threadgill Street, it would not help 
relieve the congestion that occurs downtown. The 
reserve capacity here is not necessary, and the US 74 
alternate does not provide connections in the town's 
loop street system. 

US. ^ - US 52 is a major thoroughfare that runs north-south 
through Wadesboro, joining US 74 near the Junior Frison 
Community Center and running with it for approximately 2 
miles before separating and heading south.  The segment 
from SR 1660 to NC 742, located to the west of 
Wadesboro, is currently a two-lane rural section. 
Future volumes on this section are expected to exceed 
present capacity; therefore, a five-lane urban road is 
recommended.  (The 1988-1996 T.I.P. includes this 
proposal.)  From US 74 to SR 1820, US 52 consists of two 
lanes.  This segment is also expected to exceed its 
current capacity by the design year; consequently, a 
four-lane rural section is recommended. 

US 52. CONNECTOR - This proposed five-lane urban section (also 
included in the 1988-1996 T.I.P.) runs from US 52, just 
north of the NC 742 intersection, and connects with US 
74 near Old Charlotte Road. This re-alignment of US 52, 
would allow for the elimination of the present 
connection between these two major routes.  This 
proposal also bypasses a railroad bridge with poor 
clearance and narrow width. 

NC 109 - NC 109 is^a two-lane road which passes north-south 
through town.  From the northern city limit to US 74/52, 
the design is adequate.  The section corresponding with 
NC 742, south of US 74/52, is a high-volume road that 
services traffic from the Little Cotton Manufacturing 
Company and various other commercial developments in the 
area.  Although the design is currently satisfactory, 
this section should ultimately be improved to four 
lanes.  Also, the section from NC 742 to Lansford Street 
should ultimately be four lanes, but presently does 
require improvement to two lane rural standards due to 
inadequate width.  Setback restrictions should be 
considered now so that widening in the future will be 
feasible. 

NC 742 - NC 742 enters Wadesboro from the south, crosses and 
follows NC 109 to the US 74/52 intersection, and then 
continues with US 52 until its separation at the 
northwest corner of town.  Present conditions on this 
roadway are adequate for the design year (with the 
exception of areas previously mentioned.) 

NC 742 EXTENSION - This proposed two-lane road connects 
NC 742 to Salem Street.  It starts at the intersection 
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crosses NC 109 south of the North Wadesboro Baptist 
Church, and connects with the west end of Salem Street. 
The road operates as a link in the proposed loop system, 
northern section of town.  This proposal would displace 
one residence. 

SALEM STREET - Salem Street is a two-lane residential road 
located in the northeast corner of town.  In the 
Thoroughfare Plan, it serves as a link in the loop 
Washington Street to the Wansona Manufacturing Company 
is in adequate condition, while northeast of the 
company, it is an unpaved road that needs upgrading to a 
standard two-lane section. 

SALEM STREET EXTENSION - This proposed two-lane section also 
serves as a link in the loop system, connecting Salem 
Street to US 74 at the intersection with US 52.  This 
segment begins at the eastern end of Salem Street, 
follows an old railroad Right-of-way past SR 1714, and 
then connects with US 74 at the US 52 junction.  One 
business would be displaced due to construction of this 
road. 

ANSON JUNIOR HIGH ROAD (SR 1259) - Anson Junior High Road 
operates as a connector between the northwest and 
southwest sections of Wadesboro.  The road has some 
area is mainly rural and setbacks are generally good. 
The main function of the facility is to move traffic 
through the western section of town, and provide access 
for developments in the area.  Because this region has 
the potential for considerable growth, thus generating 
more traffic, it is recommended that this road first be 
widened to a standard two-lane section, and, if 
necessary, ultimately be widened to four lanes. 

SR 1205 - SR 1205 from Anson Junior High Road to Lansford 
Street is considered a major thoroughfare and will serve 
as part of Wadesboro's loop system.  Present conditions 
are adequate for the design year. 

LANSFORD STREET - Lansford Street is a two-lane facility that 
will also function as a part of the loop system, 
connecting White Store Road and Camden Road.  While the 
road is primarily residential, the setback is adequate 
for the minor widening that is necessary. 

LANSFORD STREET EXTENSION - As part of the loop system, this 
road, proposed as two lanes, joins Lansford Street to 
Williamsburg Lane.  Because this section passes through 
a residential area, two or more homes would be taken. 

WILLIAMSBURG LANE - Williamsburg Lane serves as the main 
entrance off Morven Road into a residential subdivision 
in the southeastern section of Wadesboro.  It functions 
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as a link in the loop system, helping connect Morven 
Road to US 52.  This road needs both widening and 
strengthening to be brought up to the standards of a 
major thoroughfare. 

WILLIAMSBURG LAiffi EXTENSION - A proposed two-lane road that 
allows Morven Road and US 52 to connect, the 
Williamsburg Lane Extension begins at the southeast end 
of Williamsburg Lane, crosses Old Park Road south of the 
Pine Terrace Apartments, and then joins with US 52. 
Although this proposal does run through a residential 
area, it would require no home displacements. 

RUTHERFORD STREET (AND EXTENSION) - Rutherford Street and 
Greene Street will serve as one-way pairs through 
downtown Wadesboro.  This will assist in reducing the 
congestion found downtown, especially along Greene 
Street.  It will also help to revitalize the CBD by 
increasing the parking potential in the area. 

MINOR THOROUGHFARES 

WHITE STORE EQAD. " White Store Road is a two-lane radial 
street allowing traffic from the residential 
developments in the southwest region of Wadesboro 
to enter the downtown area, the intersection with 
Morgan Street is recommended to be redesigned, allowing 
easier movement between the two streets, thus avoiding 
the potentially dangerous intersection that now exists. 
Also, sections of White Store Road are narrow and need 
widening.  This widening would only cause minor 
proximity damage. 

MORVEN ROAD - Morven Road is also a two-lane radial street 
serving traffic in the southeast section of town. 
Its condition is sufficient for the design year. 

STANDBACK FERRY ROAD (SR 1714) - Standback Ferry Road is 
another two-lane radial street that provides access 
from the northeast section of town to the center of 
town. Straightening of the intersection at SR 1726 
is the only recommended change. ^' 

MORGAN STREET - Morgan Street is a two-lane crosstown street 
that serves the CBD of Wadesboro.  Besides the proposal 
mentioned under White Store Road, no other changes are 
recommended. 

E. WADE Street - East Wade Street is a minor thoroughfare 
that allows traffic from eastern Wadesboro to get 
downtown while avoiding US 74.  Its condition is 
adequate for the design year. 
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HJU WASHINGTON STREET - This minor thoroughfare allows traffic 
to avoid NC 109 through the northern section of 
town, while also serving a residential area.  This road 
has poor sight distance and width; therefore, minor 
straightening and widening are necessary, 

il^ WASHINGTON STREET EXTENSION - This proposed two-lane 
section allows smooth traffic flow between North 
Washington Street and MOrven Road.  By avoiding the 
turns that are now necessary to make this maneuver, 
congestion in this area will be significantly reduced. 
This proposal would require the displacement of two 
businesses, and would pass near the historic Boggan- 
Hammond House. 

KITTY BENNETT EQMl  " Kitty Bennett Road is a tow-lane rural 
road connecting NC 742 to US 74.  It is adequate for the 
design year. 

KITTY BENNETT BQAH RE-ALIGNMENT - Kitty Bennett Road 
currently runs in an east-west direction, connecting NC 
742 and US 74 far outside the city limit.  This two-lane 
proposal would join the two roads in a more direct 
fashion, cutting travel time and distance.  No 
displacements are required for this extension. 

LENNOX DRIVE - This two-proposal runs from the north end of 
Lennox Drive, crossed he proposed US 74 Alternate, and 
connects at the proposed US 52 intersection.  This 
addition not only helps provide a partial inner loop for 
Wadesboro, but also assists in accessing undeveloped 
land with an outstanding growth potential. 

WEST AVENUE - West Avenue is a two -lane minor thoroughfare 
which connects Lennox Drive to Woodland Drive, helping 
provide the inner loop. It is a residential road with 
conditions adequate for the design year. 

WEST AVENUE EXTENSION - This proposal extends from the west 
end of West Avenue (at Lennox Drive) to Anson Junior 
High Road.  The facility will provide land access to 
adjoining property as this area of Wadesboro develops. 

WOODLAND DR. - Woodland Drive is a two-lane residential road 
between West Avenue and White Store Road.  The only 
recommended changes for this road is a straightening of 
the intersection with West Avenue, a proposal that would 
cause proximity damage to one residence. 

HARGRAVE Street - Hargrave Street is a two-lane residential 
road that helps connect Camden Road to Morven Road. 
Straightening and widening are necessary at some 
locations, due to poor sight distance. 
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HARGRAVE/WOODLAND CONNECTOR -This two-lane proposal joins 
Hargrave Street and Woodland Drive providing a segment 
of the partial inner-loop system.  It requires the 
displacement of one business, and would most likely 
cause proximity damage to another. 

LITTLE STREET -Little Street is the minor thoroughfare that 
serves as the end of the partial inner-loop system to 
the east.  It is a residential road that requires 
widening to achieve sufficiency.  Also an intersection 
re-alignment is proposed at Hargrave Street.  This would 
result in proximity damage to one residence. 

^ 1138 - SR 1138 is a lightly populated minor thoroughfare 
that constitutes the western link of a partial outer- 
loop.  The section from NC 742 to SR 1147 needs both 
widening and straightening, whereas the section from SR 
1205 to NC 109 is adequate for the design year. 

S£ 1131 - SR 1131 is a sparsely populated residential road. 
because of adequate conditions on this read there are no 
recommended changes. 

2E 1138/SR1131 CONNECTOR - Sr 1138 and SR 1131 should be 
connected by a two-lane rural section of road, allowing 
for a smooth and continuous flow between the two roads. 
This proposal would go between tow houses east of SR 
1147, therefore requiring no residential displacements. 

GOLDMINE ROAD - This short connector road between US 52 and 
Morven Road functions as the east end of the partial 
outer loop.  It creates a safer intersection at US 52, 
as compared to the Morven Road intersection with US 52. 
The condition of Goldmine Road is currently sufficient. 

GOLDMINE RQAD CONNECTOR - A two-lane rural road is 
recommended between SR 1131 and Goldmine Road.  This 
road is the final link in the partial outer-loop system, 
permitting US 52 to connect to NC 109 and SR 1205 along 
a continuous route.  Two homes adjacent to Morven Road 
would suffer proximity damage due to this proposal. 

SR 1645 - SR 1645 is a sparsely populated road that carries 
traffic originating outside of Wadesboro into town. 
This two-lane facility is adequate for the design year. 

SR 1730 - SR 1730 is another rural road that carries traffic 
starting outside of Wadesboro into town. Its condition 
is also sufficient for the design year. 
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VI. IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES 

An evaluation of the North Carolina highway program from 
administrative, historical, and financial perspectives 
indicates the following objectives are of greatest 
importance: 

-To improve the North Carolina arterial system to 
reduce travel costs and improve travel service 
between urban centers. 

-To improve the level of service and safety of all 
roads and highways on the State system in a cost 
effective manner. 

-To encourage economic development. 

-To preserve the natural and human environment. 

-To allocate funds to projects in a fair and 
equitable way. 

A basis for evaluating projects as to how well they meet the 
objectives includes (1) user benefits, (2) cost, (3) 
probability that a project will stimulate economic 
development, (4) quantification of environmental impacts, and 
(5) relationship of a project to the State arterial system. 

User benefits include cost savings resulting from 
reduction in vehicle operating costs, travel time costs, and 
accident costs.  The estimated through travel served by a 
project provides a measure of the importance of a project to 
the State arterial system.  Heavier volumes of through 
traffic are generally found on the more important facilities. 

Estimation of environmental impacts of a project is one 
of the more difficult evaluations.  Environmental factors 
usually considered in highway project evaluation can be 
divided into three categories - physical, social/cultural, 
and economic environmental considerations (Table 7).  Many of 
these are accounted for when a project is evaluated with 
respect to user benefits, cost and economic development 
potential.  Thirteen environmental factors are generally 
considered in these evaluations.  They are three 
environmental impacts of a project on (1) air quality, (2) 
water resources, (3) neighborhoods, (7) noise, (8) 
educational facilities, (9) churches, (10) park and 
recreational facilities, (11) historic sites and landmarks, 
(12) public health and safety, and (13) aesthetics.  The 
summation of both positive and negative impact probabilities 
with respect to these factors provides a measure of the 
relative environmental impact of a project. 

Cost for both right-of-way and consturction for the 
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Anson County given in Table 8.  Similar estimates for 
projects in the Proposed Wadesboro Thoroughfare Plan are 
shown in Table 9. 

TABLE 7 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

PHYSICAL SOCIAL AND/OR ECONOMIC 
ENVIRONMENT CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Air Quality Housing Businesses 

Water resources Neighborhoods Employment 

Soils and Geology Noise Economic 
development 

Wildlife Education Facilities Public 
utilities 

Vegetation Churches Transportation 
costs 

Park and recreational Capitol costs 
facilities 

Public healthy and Operation and 
safety maintenance 

costs 
National defense 

Aesthetics 

Project 

US 52 Widening 

US 74 Bypass 

Table 8 

Right-of-Way  Construction Benefits 
$ $ $ 

$10,000,000 

See Table 9 

$20,000,000  $43,500,000 
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Table 9 

Project Right-of-Way  Construction  Benefits* 
$ $ $ 

US 52 Relocation     600,000        1,000,000    17,000,000 

US 74 Bypass       5,000,000       54,000,000    17,000,000 

Salem Street 200,000        1,500,000    1,500,000 
Extension 

US 74 Alternate      230,000        1,600,000      100,000 

Lennox Drive 100,000 332,000 

Lansford Street      100,000 500,000 
Extension 

Williamsburg Lane     50,000 120,000 
Extension 

SR 1131 Relocation    70,000 270,000 

SR 1131/1138 Connector 50,000 400,000 

Anson Junior High     80,000 500,000 
Road Connector 

Kitty Bennett Road    30,000 200,000 
Relocation 

Morven Road 100,000 120,000 
Relocation 

*User benefits are computed only for selected projects 

The user benefits computed in Table 9 are the benefits 
to highway users of the given project assuming that all other 
projects in the thoroughfare plan are built.  The actual 
benefits derived from any project may be either larger of 
smaller. 
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VII. IMPLEMENTATION 

There are several tools which are available for use by local 
government to assist in the implementation of a Thoroughfare Plan. 
They are as follows: 

State-Local Adoption of the Thoroughfare Plan 

If requested , the Department of Transportation in 
cooperation with local government will develop and mutually 
approve a Thoroughfare Plan The mutually approved plan would 
serve as a guide to the Department of Transportation in the 
development of the read and highway system of the County.  The 
approval of the plan by local government would enable standard 
road regulations and land use controls to be effectively used to 
assist in the implementation of the plan. 

Subdivision Controls 

Subdivision regulations require every subdivider to submit to 
the local planning commission a plan of his proposed subdivision 
and requires that the subdivision be constructed to certain 
standards.  Through this process, it is possible to require the 
subdivision streets to conform to the Thoroughfare Plan and to 
reserve or protect necessary rights-of-way for projected roads and 
highways that are to become a part of the Thoroughfare Plan.  The 
construction of subdivision streets to adequate standards would 
reduce maintenance costs and would facilitate the transfer of the 
streets to the State Highway System.  Appendix B outlines the 
recommended design standards. 

Land Use Controls 

Land Use regulations are an important tool in that they will 
regulate future land development and minimize undesirable 
development along roads and highways.  The land use regulatory 
system can improve highway safety by requiring sufficient building 
setbacks to provide for adequate sight distances and by requiring 
off-street parking. 

Funding 
The majority of North Carolina highway improvements 

are scheduled and funded by the Transportation Improvement Program 
(T.I.P.).  The Board of Transportation regularly conducts public 
meetings to obtain input from the public as to their needs for ■ 
improvement. 

However, not all roadway improvements are covered by this 
procedure.  Nearly all secondary road work is done on a county by 
county basis.  These funds (county construction account) are used 
to pave unpaved roads, widen roadways, stabilize unpaved reads, 
make minor alignment improvements, and build short connectors when 
appropriate.  Local officials are encouraged to work with the 
Division Engineer when the county's priority list is developed. 
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Many of the minor improvements recommended may be "realized by 
using the county's construction account funds and cooperatively 
developing the county's priority list with the Division Engineer. 

State-Municipal Adoption of the Thoroughfare Plan 

Both the town of Wadesboro and the North Carolina Department 
of Transportation have responsibility for implementation of the 
Wadesboro Thoroughfare Plan.  Chapter 136, Article 3A, Section 
136-66.2 of the North Carolina General Statutes provides that 
after development of a thoroughfare plan, the plan may be adopted 
by the governing body of the municipality and the Board of 
Transportation as the basis for future street and highway 
improvements.  After mutual adoption, negotiations will begin to 
determine which of the existing and proposed thoroughfares will be 
a Department of Transportation responsibility and which will be a 
municipal responsibility.  Facilities which are designated as 
State responsibility will be constructed and maintained by the 
Division of Highways; however, the municipality may share in the 
right-of-way cost.  This share of costs will be determined at the 
time of construction. 

In general, the State is responsible for those facilities 
which will be serving major volumes of through traffic and traffic 
from outside the area to major commercial, industrial, and 
institutional areas inside the municipality.  Those facilities 
which will serve primarily internal traffic are to be a municipal 
responsibility. 

After adoption of the thoroughfare plan, a municipality has 
the legal authority provided by the General Statutes of North 
Carolina to protect existing and proposed highway corridors 
through subdivision regulations and future street-line ordinances. 

Official Street Map 

A municipality may, through special enabling legislation, 
adopt an official street map which indicates both existing and 
future street lines.  No new construction or reconstruction of 
structures is permitted within the designated future street lines. 
This has, over a period of time, reduced the cost of additional 
right-of-way along densely developed thoroughfares which have 
required widening. 

House Bill 1211 allows Wadesboro to protect and acquire 
rights-of-way outside its corporate limits for street or sidewalk 
construction, if this Thoroughfare Plan has been mutually adopted 
by the Town of Wadesboro and the County Commissioners.  If 
Wadesbors/Anson County fund acquisition of rights-of-way for a 
State highway system street improvement project, the Department of 
Transportation may reimburse the county or the municipality in 
whole or in part for expenditures made by the county or 
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municipality to acquire or fund the acquisition of the right-of- 
way. 

Future Street Line Ordinance 

This ordinance is a particular benefit where widening of a 
street will be necessary at some time in the future.  A 
municipality with legislative approval may amend its charter to be 
empowered to adopt future streetline ordnances.  Through a metes- 
and-bounds description of a street's future tight-of-way 
requirements, the city may prohibit new construction or 
reconstruction of structures within the future right-of-way.  This 
approach requires specific design of the facility and would 
usually require surveys and public hearings to allow affected 
property owners to know what to expect, and to make necessary 
adjustments without undue hardships.  A specific ordinance can be 
enacted for selected streets. 

Recommended thoroughfare projects where this tool would be 
applicable are NC 109 and Anson Junior High Road. 
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APPENDIX A 

Typical Cross Sections 

Typical cross sections recommended by the Thoroughfare 
Planning Unit are shown in Appendix A, Figure 1,   and listed in 
Appendix A, Table 4. 

Cross section "A" is illustrative for controlled access 
freeways.  The 4 6 foot grassed median is the least desirable 
median width, but there could be some variation from this 
depending upon design considerations.  Slopes of 8:1 into 3 foot 
drainage ditches are desirable for traffic safety.  Right-of-way 
requirements would typically vary upward from 250 feet depending 
upon cut and fill requirements. 

Cross section "B" is typical for four lane divided highways 
in rural areas which may have only partial or no control of 
access.  The minimum median width for this cross section is 30 
feet, but a wider median is desirable.  Design requirements for 
slopes and drainage would be similar to cross section "A", but 
there may be some variation from this depending upon right-of-way 
constraints. 

Cross section "C", seven lane urban, and cross section "D", 
five lane urban, are typical for major thoroughfares where 
frequent left turns are anticipated as a result of abutting 
development or frequent street intersections. 

Cross sections "E" and "F" are used on major thoroughfares 
where left turns and intersecting streets are not as frequent. 
Left turns would be restricted to a few selected intersections. 

Cross section "G" is recommended for urban boulevards or 
parkways to enhance the urban environment and to improve the 
compatibility of major thoroughfares with residential areas.  A 
minimum median width of 24 feet is recommended with 30 feet being 
desirable. 

Typical cross section "H" is recommended for major 
thoroughfares where projected travel indicates a need for four 
travel lanes but traffic is not excessively high, left turning 
movements are light, and right-of-way is restricted.  An 
additional left turn lane would probably be required at major 
intersections. 

Thoroughfares which are proposed to function as one-way 
traffic carriers would typically require cross section "I".  Cross 
section "J" and "K" are usually recommended for minor 
thoroughfares since these facilities usually serve both land 
service and traffic service functions.  Cross section "J" would be 
used on those minor thoroughfares where parking on both sides  is 
needed as a result of more concentrated development. 

Cross section "L" is used in rural areas or for staged 
construction of a wider multilane cross section.  On some 
thoroughfares projected traffic volumes may indicate that two 
travel lanes will adequately serve travel for a considerable 
period of time. 
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The curb and gutter urban cross sections all illustrate the 
sidewalk adjacent to the curb with a buffer or utility strip 
between the sidewalk and the minimum right-of-way line.  This 
permits adequate setback for utility poles.  If it is desired to 
move the sidewalk further away from the street to provide added 
separation for pedestrians or for aesthetic reasons, additional 
right-of-way must be provided to insure adequate setback for 
utility poles. 

Rights-of-way shown for the typical cross sections are the 
minimum rights-of-way required to contain the street, sidewalks, 
utilities, and drainage facilities.  Cut and fill requirements may 
require either additional right-of-way or construction easements. 
Obtaining construction easements is becoming the more common 
practice for urban thoroughfare construction. 

If there is sufficient bicycle traffic along the thoroughfare 
to justify a bicycle lane or bikeway, additional right-of-way may 
be required to allow for the bicycle facilities.  The North 
Carolina Bicycle Facility and Program Handbook should be consulted 
for design standards for bicycle facilities. 

Recommended typical cross sections for thoroughfares were 
derived on the basis of projected traffic, existing capacities, 
desirable levels of service and available right-of-way. 
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TABLS 4 
ANSON COUNTY THOROUGHTARS PLAN STREST TABULATION AND RXCOMMENDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

US 52 
SCL MC FARLAN - SR 1832 4.18 24 60 10,000 3,200 5,300 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1832 - NCL MORVEN 0.74 36 60 10,000 4,100 6,800 (H) ADQ 
NCL MORVEN - SR 1820 2.50 24 100 10,000 3,900 6,400 (B) 200 
SR 1660 - SCL ANSONVILE 6.91 24 60 10,000 7,300 12,000 B 200 
SCL ANSONVILLE - SR 1418 0.60 24 60 10,000 3,600 5,900 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1418 - STANLEY COUNTY 6.35 24 60 10,000 2,800 4,600 ADQ ADQ 

US 52 BYPASS 
US 52 - US 74 BYPASS 4.00 — — 55,200 — 3,000 A 300 

US 74 
UNION COUNTY - SR 125 9 1.80 — — 55,000 12,000 19,700 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1259 - US 52 0.85 64 70 40,500 13,000 18,500 ADQ ADQ 
MEDIAN - RICHMOND CO. 9.22 — 200 55,000 9,600 15,700 ADQ ADQ 

US 74 BYPASS 
US 74 - NC 742 1.00 — — — — 12,000 A 300 
NC 742 - US 52 1.40 — — — — 11,500 A 300 
US 52 - NC 10 9 2.50 — — — — 10,000 A 300 
NC 10 9 - US 52 BYPASS 1.00 — — — — 10,000 A 300 
US 52 BYPASS - US 74 2.10 — — — — 9,000 A 300 

NC 109 
STATE LINE - SR 1210 9.98 20 60 7,000 800 1,300 WAN ADQ 
SR 1210 - LANSFORD ST. 2.76 20 60 7,000 1,300 2,200 WAN ADQ 
NCL WADESBORO - SR 1712 2.66 20 60 7,000 1,300 2,200 (L) ADQ 
SR 1712 - RICHMOND COUNTY 9.05 20 60 7,000 800 1,300 WAN ADQ 

NC 145 
STATE LINE - WCL MORVEN 4.12 20 60 7,000 1,100 1,800 WAN ADQ 
WCL MORVAN - US 52 0.52 44 60 13,000 2,800 4,600 ADQ ADQ 
US 52 - DUNN ST 0.41 44 60 13,000 2,500 4,100 ADQ ADQ 
DUNN ST - ECL MORVEN 0.18 25 60 10,000 2,500 4,100 ADQ ADQ 
ECL MORVEN - SR 1824 0.95 20 60 7,000 900 1,500 WAN ADQ 
SR 1824 - SR 1801 5.70 18 60 6,000 400 650 WAN ADQ 
SR 1801 - US 74 2.01 24 100 10,000 400 650 ADQ ADQ 

NC 218 
UNION COUNTY - WCL PLKTN 5.59 18 100 6,000 1,100 1,800 WAN ADQ 
WCL POLKTON - SR 1416 1.56 18 60 6,000 1,100 1,800 WAN ADQ 

SR 1416 - SR 1418 0.28 47 60 10,000 1,100 1,800 ADQ ADQ 

SR 1418 - RAILROAD CROSS 0.09 24 60 10,000 4,200 6,900 (H) 70 
RAILROAD CROSSING - US 7 4 0.25 24 60 10,000 3,600 5,900 (H) 70 

NC 742 
STATE LINE - 1120 2.02 20 60 7,000 500 800 WAN ADQ 

SR 1120 - SR 1129 1.70 20 60 7,000 1,100 1,800 WAN ADQ 
SR 1131 - SCL WADESBORO 1.42 24 60 10,000 2,500 4,100 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1418 - UNION COUNTY 9.71 19 100 7, 600 700 1,200 WAN ADQ 
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TABLS 4 (continued) 
ANSON COUNTY THOROUGHTARE PLAN STRSST TABUIATZON AND RXCOMMKNDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY  &  SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT 

SR 1002 
NC 742 - SR 1444 2,40 16 4,300 300 500 WAN —_ 
SR 144 4 - UNION COUNTY 2.85 16 — 4,300 200 350 ADQ _= 

SR 1003 
UNION COUNTY - SR 1252 2,27 16 — 4,300 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1252 - SR 1228 0.66 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1228 - SR 1216 3.95 16 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 
SR 1216 - NC 109 1.85 15 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 
NC 109 - SR 1113 2.55 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 
SR 1113 - NC 742 3.00 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN -- 
NC 742 - NC 145 3.95 16 — 4,300 700 1,200 WAN — 
NC 145 - WCL MCFARLAN 2.90 18 __ 6,000 250 400 ADQ — 
WCL MCFARLAN - SR 1837 0.68 18 — 6,000 250 400 ADQ —. 
SR 1837 - US 52 0.22 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 

SR 1121 
— 

SR 1249 - SR 1228 4.50 18 — 6,000 400 650 WAN — 
SR 1228 - NC 109 2.60 18 — 6,000 250 400 ADQ — 
NC 109 - NC 742 3.45 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN ~ 
NC 742 - SR 1127 3.10 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1127 - US 52 0.40 16 — 4,300 70 100 ADQ — 

SR 1228 - 

UNION COUNTY - SR 1225 3.23 18 6,000 150 250 ADQ __ 
SR 1225 - SR 1224 3.57 18 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1224 - SR 1250 3.90 18 — 6,000 150 250 ADQ — 
SR 1250 - SR 1121 1,25 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1236 
SR 12 40 - SCL PEACHLAND 0.36 18 — 6,000 800 1,300 WAN 
SCL PEACHLAND - SR 1239 2.62 18 6,000 400 650 WAN — 
SR 1239 - SR 1252 2.85 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 

SR 1240 
SR 1228 - SR 1246 2.43 18 60 6,000 150 250 ADQ ADQ 
SR 142 6 - SCL PEACHLAND 3.30 18 60 6,000 300 500 WAN ADQ 
SCL PEACHLAND - ALLEN ST 0.37 18 — 6,000 800 1,300 WAN — 
ALLEN ST - SR 1403 0,13 38 — 13,000 750 1,250 ADQ . — 
SR 1403 - NCL PEACHLAND 0.53 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 
NCL PEACHLAND - SR 140 4 0.10 18 — 6,000 650 1,100 WAN — 

SR 1250 
SR 1228 - SR 1246 2.73 16 4,300 120 200 ADQ =_ 

SR 1246 - SCL POLKTON 2.46 22 — 7,700 150 250 ADQ -_ 

SCL POLKTON - US 74 0.33 24 — 10,000 300 500 ADQ __ 

US 74 - SR 1419 0.13 36 
" 

13,000 250 400 ADQ 
" 
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TABLS 4 (continued) 
ANSON COUNTY THOROUGHFARE PLAN STREET TABUUITION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY &   SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

SR 1404 
SR 1403 - NCL PEACHLAND 0.54 20 70 7,000 400 650 ADQ ADQ 
NCL PEACHLAND - SR 14H 0.34 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 
SR 1411 - UNION COUNTY 1.80 16 — 4,300 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1411 
SR 1404 - SR 1443 3.60 18 — 6,000 400 650 WAN — 

SR 1413 
NC 218 - SR 1411 1.65 16 — 4,300 250 400 WAN — 

SR 1418 
NC 218 - COLLEGE ST 0.30 28 — 10,000 3,000 5,000 (I) — 
COLLEGE ST - NCL POLKTON 0.66 24 — 6,600 2,400 4,000 L(I) — 
NCL POLKTON - NC 742 2.80 24 — 10,000 1,400 2,300 ADQ — 

NC 742 - SR 1618 3.63 24 — 10,000 900 1,500 ADQ — 
SR 1618 - WCL ANSONVILLE 1.65 24 — 10,000 1,100 1,800 ADQ — 
WCL ANSONVILLE - US 52 0.55 24 — 10,000 1,300 2,100 ADQ 60 

SR 1438 
SR 1002 - NC 218 3.54 16 — 4,300 250 400 WAN -- 

SR 1600 
SR 1610 - SR 1610 1.94 16 — 4,300 50 80 ADQ — 

SR 1610 - SR 1606 3.60 18 — 6,000 150 250 ADQ — 
SR 160 6 - UNION COUNTY 2.38 18 — 6,000 100 150 ADQ ~ 

SR 1608 
SR 1600 - NC 742 2.18 16 — 4,300 100 150 ADQ -- 

SR 1609 
SR 1610 - STANLEY COUNTY 1.60 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1610 
NC 742 - SR 1600 2.26 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1600 - SR 1612 2.44 16 — 4,300 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1612 - NC 742 3.80 16 — 4,300 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1612 
SR 1619 - SR 1610 2.18 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1610 - SR 1600 0.90 16 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 

SR 1614 
NC 742  - SR 1418 2.88 16 60 4,300 150 250 ADQ ADQ 

SR 1418 - SR 1619 2.38 18 60 6,000 150 250 ADQ ADQ 
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TABLK 4 (continued) 
ANSON COUNTY THOROnGHTARS PLAN STHZST TABULATION AND RXCONNENDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

SR 1609 
SR 1610 - STANLEY COUNTY 1.60 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN __ 

SR 1610 
NC 742 - SR 1600 2.26 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1600 - SR 1612 2.44 16 — 4,300 200 350 ADQ — 
SR 1612 - NC 742 3.80 16 — 4,300 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1612 
SR 1619 - SR 1610 2.18 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN __ 

SR 1610 - SR 1600 0.90 16 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 

SR 1614 
NC 742 - SR 1418 2.88 16 60 4,300 150 250 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1418 - MP 141 1.41 18 60 6,000 150 250 ADQ ADQ 
MP 141 - SR 1619 0.97 16 60 4,300 100 150 ADQ ADQ 

SR 1619 
SR 1621 - MP 1.60 1.60 18 6,000 150 250 ADQ — 
MP 1.60 - SR 1612 1.00 16 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 

SR 1621 
US 52 - FRIES BLVD. 0.60 36 — 13,000 1,300 2,100 ADQ — 
FRIES BLVD. - WCL ANSNVLL 0.38 18 — 6,000 1,300 2,100 L — 
WCL ANSONVILLE - SR 1623 2.76 20 — 7,000 400 650 ADQ — 
SR 1623 - STANLEY COUNTY 1.79 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1634 
US 52 - ECL ANSONVILLE 0.51 22 — 7,700 400 650 ADQ __ 

ECL ANSONVILLE - SR 1627 1.50 22 — 7,700 250 400 ADQ __ 

SR 1627 - SR 1651 4.03 18 __ 6,000 150 250 ADQ __ 

SR 1651 - NC 109 0.59 18 __ 6,000 150 250 ADQ — 
NC 109 - SR 1703 2.14 18 — 6,000 150 250 ADQ -- 

SR 1703 
SR 1730 - NCL LILESVILLE 0.23 18 — 6,000 1,400 2,300 L — 

NCL LILESVILLE - SR 1710 3.09 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 

SR 1710 - SR 1634 3.88 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1704 
SR 1743 - SR 1742 2.60 16 — 4,300 50 80 ADQ ~ 
SR 1742 - SR 1741 1.55 16 — 4,300 750 1,200 WAN »_ 

SR 1741 - AR 1703 1.50 18 
"" 

6,000 500 800 WAN 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
ANSON COUNTY THOROUGHFARE PLAN STREET TABULATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

SR 1730 
US 74 - SR 1714 1.22 24 100 10,000 1,400 2,300 ADQ ADQ 
SR 1714 - WCL LILESVILLE 0.62 24 — 10,000 1,400 2,300 ADQ — 
WCL LILESVILLE - GEE CURB 0.62 24 — 10,000 2,000 3,300 ADQ — 
GEE CURE - END CURE 0.10 42 — 13,000 1,000 1,600 ADQ — 
END CURE - ECL LILESVILLE 0.41 20 — 7,000 1,000 1,600 (L) — 
ECL LILESVILLE - SR 1740 0.30 18 — 6,000 1,000 1,600 WAN — 

SR 1740 - SR 1745 2.12 18 — 6,000 700 1,100 WAN — 

SR1745 - US 74 2.40 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1733 
US 74 - SCL LILESVILLE 0.21 18 — 6,000 500 800 WAN — 

SCL LILESVILLE - SR 1812 2.12 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN — 

SR 1744 
BEGINNING PAVMNT - US 74 0.46 22 — 7,700 100 150 ADQ — 

US 74 - SR 1741 3.32 20 60 6,000 300 500 WAN ADQ 
SR 1741 - SR 1704 3.10 20 60 7,000 60 100 ADQ ADQ 

SR 1745 
SR 1748 - SR 1730 3.25 . 16 — 4,300 150 250 ADQ — 

SR 1801 
SR 1730 - SR 1806 2.68 18 — 6,000 1,500 2,500 L — 

SR 1806 - NC 145 2.68 18 — 6,000 600 1,000 WAN — 
NC 145 - MP 927 4.55 16 — 4,300 200 350 ADQ — 

MP 927 - SR 1825 1.83 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ -- 

SR 1811 
SR 1812 - SR 1821 1.45 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1812 
SR 1829 - NC 145 1.63 20 — 7,000 100 150 ADQ — 

NC 145 - SR 1121 2.69 18 — 6,000 200 350 ADQ — 

SR 1121 - SR 1733 2.29 18 — 6,000 300 500 WAN -- 

SR 1821 
SR 1811 - US 52 3.32 18 60 6,000 100 150 ADQ 

ADT:  Average Daily Traffic ULT 
X-SECTION:  Roadway Cross Section ADQ 
RDWY:  Roadway WAN 
ROW:  Right-of-way PAB 

Ultimate 
Adequate 
Widen as Necessary 
Planning area boundary 
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TABIJE 4A 
NADBSBORO THOROUGHFARZ PLAN STREZT TABULATION AMD RZCOMNEMDATIONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

ANSON JR HIGH ROAD/SR 1259 
US 74 - SR 1205 1.33 22 60 7,700 1,200 2,000 ADQ ADQ 

CAMDEN ROAD 
(SEE NC 109) 

CASWRLT. STRBST 
(SEE US 52) 

CHKSTERFIELD ROAD 
(SEE NC 742) 

EAST WADE STREET 
CAMDEN - CASWELL 0.83 24 50 8,000 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 

HARGRAVE STREET 
CAMDEN - NEW LOCATION 0.32 18 50 7,600 N/A N/A L 100 
NEW LOCATION - LITTLE 0.10 — __ — N/A N/A L 100 

KITTY BENNETT ROAD 
US 74 - RAIL ROAD 0.11 20 50 7,000 400 3000 L 100 
RAIL ROAD - NC 742 0.25 20 50 7,000 400 3000 L 100 

LANSFORD STREET 
WHITE STORE - CAMDEN 0.38 20 50 7,000 N/A N/A WAN ADQ 
CAMDEN - CHESTERFIELD 0.20 - - - N/A N/A WAN ADQ 
CHESTERFIELD - MORVEN 0.63 - - - N/A N/A L 100 

LENNOX DRIVE 
WOODLAND DRIVE - DEAD END 0.81 20 50 7,000 N/A 1000 ADQ ADQ 
DEAD END - US 74 0.51 — -- — N/A 1000 L 100 

LENNOX DRIVE CONNECTOR 
LENNOX DRIVE ~ 
ANSON JUNIOR HIGH ROAD 0.71 — — — N/A N/A L 100 

LITTLE STREET 
HARGRAVE STREET-MORVEN 0.10 18 50 7,600 N/A N/A L 100 

NC 109 
LANSFORD - CHESTERFIELD 0.40 20 60 7,700 4,400 7,200 L(H) 80 
CHESTERFIELD - CASWELL 0.75 44 60 16,500 7,300 12,000 (H) 80 
CASWELL - RR BRIDGE 0.62 36 60 21,000 3,600 5,900 ADQ ADQ 
RR BRIDGE - NCL WADESBORO 0.38 48 60 21,000 3,600 5,900 ADQ ADQ 

NC 742 
SCL WADESBORO - CAMDEN 0.35 24 60 8,000 2,500 4,100 ADQ ADQ 
CASWELL - SR 1418 7.51 18 60 7,600 1,500 2,500 (L) ADQ 
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TABSL 4A (continued) 
NADBSBORO THOROtTGHFARS PLAN STRSKT TABULATION AND RSCONNENDATIONS 

EXISTING ■ VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

NC 742 SXT2NSZ0N 
US 52 - GREENE 1.11 — — — N/A 1500 L 100 

MORVEN ROAD /SR 1152 
CASWELL - EAST MARTIN 0.08 36 60 16,000 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 
EAST MARTIN - MORGAN 0.15 36 60 16,000 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 
MORGAN - WILLIAMSBURG 0.68 36 60 16,000 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 
WILLIAMSBURG - US 52 0.91 36 60 16,000 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 

NORTH WASHINGTON STREET 
CASWELL - GREENE 0.87 20 50 7,700 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 

RUTHERFORD STREET 
CAMDEN - CASWELL 0.34 24 50 8,000 5600 7000 ADQ 50 
CASWELL - NEW LOCATION 0.15 24 50 8,000 5600 7000 ADQ 50 
NEW LOCATION - GREENE 0.12 — — — N/A 7000 I 60 

SAT.UrV STPP.HT 

GREENE - NORTH WASHINGTON 0.10 — — — N/A 1500 K 60 
NORTH WASHINGTON - END 0.64 18 50 7,600 N/A 1500 K 60 
END - CASWELL 0.89 — — — — — — N/A 1500 K 60 

SR 1131 
CHESTERFIELD-NEW LOCATION 0.57 20 50 7,700 N/A 3000 ADQ ADQ 
NEW LOCATION - MORVEN 0.36 — — — N/A 3000 L 100 
MORVEN - US 52 0.11 20 50 7,700 N/A 3000 ADQ ADQ 

SR 1138 
WHITE STORE - CAMDEN 0.66 20 50 7,700 N/A N/A WAN ADQ 
CAMDEN - NEW LOCATION 0.20 20 50 7,700 N/A N/A WAN ADQ 
NEW LOCATION-CHESTERFIELD 0.55 — — — N/A N/A WAN ADQ 

SR 1645 
GREENE - PAB 0.95 18 50 7,600 N/A N/A WAN ADQ 

STANBACK FERRY ROAD 
CASWELL - SALEM 0.63 20 50 7,700 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 
SALEM - PAB 0.95 20 50 7,700 N/A N/A ADQ ADQ 

WHITE STORE RC'O/SR 1205 
ANSON JR H: --LANSFORD 0.83 18 50 7, 600 N/A 2000 WAN ADQ 
LANSFORD - RUTHERFORD 0.93 18 50 7,600 N/A 2000 WAN ADQ 

WILLIAMSBURG LANE 
MORVEN ROAD - END 0.47 22 50 8,000 N/A N/A L 100 
END - US 52 0.25 22 50 8,000 N/A N/A L 100 
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TABIiS 4A (continued) 
NADESBORO THOROUGHFARS PIiAN STBZST TABUUITION AND RSCOMNSMDATXONS 

EXISTING VOLUMES RECOMMENDED 
X - SECTION CAPACITY ADT X - SECTION 

FACILITY & SECTION DIST RDWY ROW CURRENT 1988 2010 RDWAY ROW 
MI FT FT (FUTURE) (ULT) (ULT) 

WOODLAND DRTVB 
LENNOX - WHITE STORE 0.20 30 50 8,000 N/A 1000 ADQ ADQ 
WHITE STORE - CAMDEN 0.20 — — •— N/A 500 ADQ ADQ 

US 52 
SR 1820 - US 74 2.23 24 100 10,000 8,000 11,000 B ADQ 
US 74 - SR 1714 0.66 60 100 37,000 20,000 20,000 (E) ADQ 
SR 1714 - NC 109 0.59 72 — 50,000 21,400 20,000 (E) 110 
NC 109 - MARTIN ST. 0.13 64 — 50,000 21,400 20,000 (E) 110 
MARTIN ST. - US 74 1.00 24 60 40,000 20,400 20,000 D 80 
US 74 - SR 1660 1.70 24 60 40,000 8,000 14,100 D 80 

ns 74 
us 52 - BEGIN. MEDIAN 1.65 64 200 44,000 16,700 16,000 ADQ ADQ 

ADT:  Average Daily Traffic ULT: 
X-SECTION:  Roadway Cross Section ADQ: 
RDWY:  Roadway WAN: 
ROW:  Right-of-way PAB: 
N/A:  Not Available 

Ultimate 
Adequate 
Widen as Necessary 
Planning area boundary 
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APPENDIX  B 

RECOMMENDED   SUBDIVISION  ORDINANCES 

DETINITIONS 

Streets  and Roads: 

A. Rural Roads 

1. Principal Arterial - A rural link in a highway system 
serving travel, and having characteristics indicative of 
substantial statewide or interstate travel and existing 
solely to serve traffic.  This network would consist of 
Interstate routes and other routes designated as principal 
arterials. 

2. Minor Arterial - A rural roadway joining cities and larger 
towns and providing intra-state and inter-county service at 
relatively high overall travel speeds with minimum inter- 
ference to through movement. 

3. Major Collector - A road which serves major intra-county 
travel corridors and traffic generators and provides access 
to the Arterial system. 

4. Minor Collector - A road which provides service to small 
local communities and traffic generators and provides 
access to the Major Collector system. 

5. Local Road - A road which serves primarily to provide 
access to adjacent land, over relatively short distances. 

B. Urban Streets 

1. Major Thoroughfares - Major thoroughfares consist of Inter- 
state, other freeway, expressway, or parkway roads, and 
major streets that provide for the expeditious movement of 
high volumes of traffic within and through urban areas. 

2. Minor Thoroughfares - Minor thoroughfares perform the 
function of collecting traffic from local access streets 
and carrying it to the major thoroughfare system.  Minor 
thoroughfares may be used to supplement the major thorough- 
fare system by facilitating minor through-traffic movements 
and may also serve abutting property. 

3. Local Street - A local street is any street not on a higher 
order urban system and serves primarily to provide direct 
access to abutting land. 
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C.  Specific Type Rural or Urban Streets 

1. Freeway, expressway, QJH  parkway - Divided multilane road- 
ways designed to carry large volumes of traffic at high 
speeds.  A freeway provides for continuous flow of vehicles 
with no direct access to abutting property and with access 
to selected crossroads only by way of interchanges.  An 
expressway is a facility with full or partial control of 
access and generally with grade separations at major inter- 
sections.  A parkway is a for non-commercial traffic, with 
full of partial control or access. 

2. Residential Collector Street - A local street which serves 
as a connector street between local residential streets and 
the thoroughfare system.  Residential collector streets 
typically collect traffic from 100 to 400 dwelling units. 

3. Local Residential Street - Cul-de-sacs, loop streets less 
than 2,500 feet in length, or streets less than one mile in 
length that do not connect thoroughfares, or serve major 
traffic generators, and do not collect traffic from more 
than 100 dwelling units. 

4. Cul-de-sac - A short street having only one end open to 
traffic and the other end being permanently terminated and 
a vehicular turn-around provided. 

5. Frontage Road - A road that is parallel to a partial or 
full access controlled facility and provides access to 
adjacent land. 

6. Alley - A strip of land, owned publicly or privately, set 
aside primarily for vehicular service access to the back 
side of properties otherwise abutting on a street. 

II. Property 

A. Building Sgtbacl^ Lins. " A line parallel to the street in 
front of which no structure shall be erected. 

B. Easement - A grant by the property owner for use by the 
public, a corporation, or person (s), of a strip of land for a 
specific purpose. 

C. Lot - A portion of a subdivision, or any other parcel of 
land, which is intended as a unit for transfer of ownership 
or for development or both.  The word "lot" includes the 
words "plat" and "parcel". 

III. Subdivision 

A.  Subdivider - Any person, firm, corporation or official agent 
thereof, who subdivides of develops any land deemed to be a 
subdivision. 
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B. Subdivision - All divisions of a tract or parcel of land into 
two or more lots, building sites, or other divisions for the 
purpose, immediate or future, of sale or building development 
and all divisions of land involving the dedication of a new 
street or change in existing streets; provided, however, that 
the following shall not be included within this definition 
nor subject to these regulations: (1) the combination or 
recombination of portions of previously platted lots where 
the total number of lots is not increased and the resultant 
lots are equal to or exceed the standards contained herein; 
(2) the division of land into parcels greater than ten acres 
where no street right-of-way dedication is involved, (3) 
widening of opening of streets; (4) the division of a tract 
in single ownership whose entire area is no greater than two 
acres into not more than three lots, where no street right- 
of-way dedication is involved and where the resultant lots 
are equal to or exceed the standards contained herein. 

C. Dedication - A gift, by the owner, of his property to another 
party without any consideration being given for the transfer. 
The dedication is made by written instrument and is completed 
with an acceptance. 

D. Reservation - Reservation of land does not involve any trans- 
fer of property rights. It constitutes an obligation to keep 
property free from development for a stated period of time. 

DESIGN STANDARDS 

[.  Streets and Roads 

The design of all roads within Plymouth shall be in 
accordance with the accepted policies of the North Carolina 
Department of Transportation, Division of Highways, as taken or 
modified from the American Association of State Highway Officials' 
(AASHTO) manuals. 

The provision of street rights-of-way shall conform and meet 
the recommendations of the Thoroughfare Plan, as adopted by the 
Town of Plymouth. 

The proposed street layout shall be coordinated with the 
existing street system of the surrounding area.  Normally the 
proposed streets should be the extension of existing streets if 
possible. 

A.  Right-of-way Widths - Right-of-way (ROW) widths shall not be 
less than the following and shall apply except in those cases 
where ROW requirements have been specifically set out the 
Thoroughfare Plan. 
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Rural Min. ROW 
a. Principle Arterial 

Freeways 350 ft. 
Other 200 ft. 

b. Minor Arterial 100 ft. 
c. Major Collector 100 ft. 
d. Minor Collector 80 ft. 
e. Local Road 60 ft,^ 

2.  Urban 
a. Major Thoroughfare other 

than Freeway and Expressway 90 ft. 
b. Minor Thoroughfare 70 ft. 
c. Local Street 60 ft.^ 
d. Cul-de-sac Variable^ 

The subdivider will only be required to dedicate a maximum of 
100 feet of right-of-way.  In cases where over 100 feet of 
right-of-way is desired, the subdivider will be required only 
to reserve the amount in excess of 100 feet.  On all cases in 
which right-of-way is sought for a fully controlled access 
facility, the subdivider will only be required to make a 
reservation.  It is strongly recommended that subdivisions 
provide access to properties from internal streets,  and that 
direct property access to major thoroughfares, principle and 
minor arterials, and major collectors be avoided.  Direct 
property access to minor thoroughfares is also undesirable. 

A partial width right-of-way, not less than sixty feet in 
width, may be dedicated when adjoining undeveloped property 
that is owned or controlled by the subdivider; provided that 
the width of a partial dedication be such as to permit the 
installation of such facilities as may be necessary to serve 
abutting lots.  When the said adjoining property is sub- 
divided, the remainder of the full required right-of-way 
shall be dedicated. 

B.  Street Widths - Widths for street and road classifications 
other than local shall be as recommended by the Thoroughfare 
Plan.  Width of local roads and streets shall be as follows: 

^ The desirable minimum right-of-way (ROW) is 60 ft.  If curb and 
gutter is provided, 50 feet of ROW is adequate on local 
residential streets. 

2 The ROW dimension will depend on radius used for vehicular 
turnaround.  Distance from edge of pavement of turnaround to 
ROW should not be less than distance from edge of pavement to 
ROW on street approaching turnaround. 
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1. Local Residential 
Curb and Gutter section: 26 feet, face to face of curb 
Shoulder section: 20 feet to edge of pavement, 4 foot 

shoulders 

2. Residential Collector 
Curb and Gutter section: 34 feet, face to face of curb 
Shoulder section: 20 feet to edge of pavement, 6 foot 

shoulders 

C.  Geometric Characteristics - The standards outlined below 
shall apply to all subdivision streets proposed for addition 
to the State Highway System or Municipal Street System.  In 
cases where a subdivision is sought adjacent to a proposed 
thoroughfare corridor, the requirements of dedication and 
reservation discussed under Right-of-Way shall apply. 

1.  Design Speed - The design speed for a roadway should be a 
minimum of 5 mph greater than the posted speed limit.  The 
design speeds for subdivision type streets shall be: 

DESIGN SPF.F.DS 

Facility Type 
Desian Speed 

Desirable       Minimum 
Level   Rolling 

RURAL 
Minor Collector Roads 60 50 40 

Local roads including 
Residential Collectors 
and Local Residential 

50 501 40^ 

URBAN 
Major Thoroughfares 
other, than Freeway 
or Expressway 

60 50 50 

Minor Thoroughfares 60 50 40 

Local Streets 40 402 302 

1 Based on projected annual average daily traffic of 400-750.  In 
cases where road will serve a limited area and small number of 
dwelling units, minimum design speeds can be reduced further. 

2 Based on projected annual average daily traffic of 50-250. 
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Ma^;imum aiKi Minimum Grades 

a.  The maximum grades in percent shall be; 

MAXXMUM VERTICAL GRADE 

Design Speed 
Terrain 

Level   Rolling 

60 
50 
40 
30 

4 
5 
6 

5 
6 
7 
9 

b. Minimum grade should not be less than 0.5% . 

c. Grades for 100 feet each way from intersections 
(measured from edge of pavement) should not exceed 5%. 

d. For streets and roads with projected annual average 
daily traffic less than 250, short grades less than 500 
feet long, may be 150% of the value in the above table. 

Minimum Sight Distance - In the interest of public safety, 
no less than the minimum sight distance applicable shall be 
provided.  Vertical curves that connect each change in 
grade shall L-e provided and calculated using the following 
parameters: 

SIGHT DISTANCE 

Design Speed 

Stopping Sight Distance 
Minimum (ft.) 
Desirable Minimum (ft.) 

Minimum K^ Value for: 
Crest curve 
Sag curve 

30 

200 
200 

30 
40 

40 

275 
325 

80 
70 

50 

400 
475 

160 
110 

60 

525 
650 

310 
160 

(General practice calls for vertical curves to be multiples 
of 50 feet. Calculated lengths shall be rounded up in each 
case.) 

K is a coefficient by which the algebraic difference in grade 
may be multiplied to determine the length in feet of the 
vertical curve which will provide the desired sight distance. 

I 
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Sight distance provided for stopped vehicles at 
intersections should be in accordance with "A Policy on 
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 1984". 

The "Superelevation Table" below shows the maximum degree 
of curve and related maximum superelevation for design 
speeds.  The maximum rate of roadway superelevation (e) for 
rural roads with no curb and gutter of 0.08.  The maximum 
rate of superelevation for urban streets with curb and 
gutter is 0.06, with 0.04 being desirable. 

SUPERELEVATION TABLE 

Design Maximum Minimum Max. Deg. 
Speed e* Radius ft. of Curve.[ 

30 0.04 302 19 00' 
40 0.04 573 10 00' 
50 0.04 955 6 00' 
60 0.04 1,528 3 45' 

30 0.06 273 21 00' 
40 0.06 509 11 15' 
50 0.06 849 6 45' 
60 0.06 1,380 4 15' 

30 0.08 252 22 45' 
40 0.08 468 12 15' 
50 0.08 764 7 30' 
60 0.08 1,206 4 45' 

e* = rate of roadway superelevation, foot per foot 

D.  Intersections 

1. Streets shall be laid out so as to intersect as nearly as 
possible at right angles, and no street should intersect 
any other street at an angle less than sixty-five (65) 
degrees. 

2. Property lines at intersections should be set so that the 
distance from the edge of pavement, of the street turnout, 
to the property line will be at least as great as the 
distance from the edge of pavement to the property line 
along the intersecting streets.  This property line can be 
established as a radius or as a sight triangle.  Greater 
offsets from the edge of pavement to the property lines 
will be required, if necessary, to provide sight distance 
for the stopped vehicle on the side street. 

3. Off-set intersections are to be avoided.  Intersections 
which cannot be aligned should be separated by a minimum 
length of 200 feet between survey centerlines. 
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E. Cul-de-sacs 

Cul-de-sacs shall not be more than seven hundred (700) feet 
in length.  the distance from the edge of pavement on the 
vehicular turnaround to the right-of-way line should not be 
less than the distance from the edge of pavement to right-of- 
way line on the street approaching the turnaround.  Cul-de- 
sacs should not be used to avoid connection with an existing 
street or to avoid the extension of an important street. 

F. Alleys 

1. Alleys shall be required to serve lots used for commercial 
and industrial purposes except that this requirement may be 
waived where other definite and assured provision is make 
for service access.  Alleys shall not be provided in 
residential subdivisions unless necessitated by unusual 
circumstances. 

2. The width of an alley shall be at least twenty (20) feet. 

3. Deadend alleys shall be avoided where possible, but if 
unavoidable, shall be provided with adequate turnaround 
facilities at the deadend as may be required by the 
Planning Board. 

G. Permits For Connection la State Roads 

An approved permit is required for connection to any existing 
state system road.  This permit is required prior to any con- 
struction on the street or road.  The application is 
available at the office of the District Engineer of the 
Division of Highways. 

H.  Offsets X^  Utility Poles 

Poles for overhead utilities should be located clear of 
roadway shoulders, preferably a minimum of at least 30 feet 
from the edge of pavement.  On streets with curb and gutter, 
utility poles shall be set back a minimum distance of 6 feet 
from the face of curb. 

I.    Wheel CiLair Raipps 

All street curbs being constructed or reconstructed for 
maintenance purposes, traffic operations, repairs, correction 
of utilities, or altered for any reason, shall provide 
wheelchair ramps for the physically handicapped at 
intersections where both curb and gutter and sidewalks are 
provided and at other major points of pedestrian flow. 
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Horizontal Width OR  Bridge Deck 

1. The clear roadway widths for new and reconstructed bridges 
serving 2 lane, 2 way traffic should be as follows: 

a. Shoulder section approach 

i.  Under 800 ADT design year 

Minimum 28 feet width face to face of parapets of 
rails or pavement width plus 10 feet, whichever is 
greater. 

ii.  800 - 2000 ADT design year 

Minimum 34 feet width face to face of parapets of 
rails or pavement width plus 12 feet, whichever is 
greater. 

iii.  Over 2000 ADT design year 

Minimum width of 40 feet, desirable width of 44 ^feet 
width face to face of parapets or rails. 

b. Curbs and gutter approach 

i.  Under 800 ADT design year 

Minimum 24 feet face to face of curbs. 

ii.  Over 800 ADT design year 

Width of approach pavement measured face to face of 
curbs. 

Where curb and gutter sections are used on roadway 
approaches, curbs on bridges shall match the curbs 
on approaches in height, in width of face to face of 
curbs, and in crown drop.  The distance from face of 
curb to face of parapet or rail shall be 1'6" 
minimum, or greater if sidewalks are required. 

2. The clear roadway widths for new and reconstructed bridges 
having 4 or more lanes serving undivided two-way traffic 
should be as follows: 

a. Shoulder section approach - Width of approach pavement 
plus width of usable shoulders on the approach left and 
right.  (Shoulder width 8' minimum, 10' desirable.) 

b. Curb and gutter approach - Width of approach pavement 
measured face to face of curbs. 
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